
A track record of successful claims

023 8051 3286 / 0800 028 5633    www.practicecover.co.uk

“I would like to say how pleased I was with 
my Practice Cover locum insurance when I 
had to claim last year, for 2 different illnesses.  
I was off work for a few months earlier in 
the year and again for a shorter period over 
Christmas and new year.  Each time, I found it 
very straightforward and my questions were 
answered quickly and you kept me up to 
date.   I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend your 
locum insurance to other GPs.”
Yours sincerely 

Dr S B (north of England GP)

“I moved to Practice Cover from 
another company who wouldn’t 
cover me. I would like to say a big 
thank you to Practice Cover. At a 
time you are feeling very vulnerable 
they were extremely supportive and 
understanding and very efficient. 
The paperwork was easy to fill in and 
continuation claims easy to submit.
GP – Hull £21,660 paid

GP – back injury 
£48,238 paid

Dentist – 
jury service 

£2,424 paid

GP – 
foot surgery 
£1,533 paid

GP – pregnancy 
complications 
£6,000 paid

GP – 
compassionate 

leave
£10,000 paid

GP – 
cancer  

£75,137 paid

GP –
 broken wrist  
£4,073 paid



contact us
If you already have locum insurance and would like a ‘no obligation’ comparison or if you 

are thinking of insuring for the first time, then please contact us now

023 8051 3286 / 0800 028 5633  

Email enquiries@practicecover.co.uk www.practicecover.co.uk

Practice Cover is a trading name of Practice Cover Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  
Registered in England (no 7063423)

Practice Cover was established in 2009 with the goal of being the first choice provider for medical 
and business professionals. That’s why we place your cover in the hands of a secure, efficient 
underwriter with significant experience in this field. We work with Alpha Underwriting - a market 
leading underwriting agency that specialises in placing accident, health and travel insurance at 
Lloyd’s of London, the world’s leading specialist insurance market.

You can depend on us

  Your peace of mind depends on 
knowing that we won’t quibble when 
you need to claim.

  We cover all sorts from serious injury 
to prolonged illness and return from 
maternity leave.

  You choose how to spend the money.  
No locum receipts needed.

You’re in good hands

We’re underwritten at Lloyd’s of London

If you need to claim

All you need to do is contact us on
023 8051 3286 or email us at
enquiries@practicecover.co.uk
with your policy number.

We will ask you to complete a
claim form which we send to our
underwriters for assessment.


